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What are Compound Words? 
Compound Words are formed when two or more words are joined together to 
create a new word with a new meaning.  
 
à In Section B, you are likely to be asked to analyse Compound Words by 
splitting them up into their parts and translating them into English.  
 
 
 
Composition of Compound Words 
Compound words in German consist firstly of a determinative element 
(‘Bestimmungswort’) and secondly of a primary word (‘Grundwort’). 
 
z.B.  die Sommerferien 
   

Bestimmungswort: Sommer 
  Grundwort:  Ferien 
  
  Meaning:  summer holidays 
 
The primary word explains the larger set or category to which the compound 
word belongs. In the example above, ‘Ferien’ is the primary word and hence the 
larger set is holidays. 
 
The determinative element, as the name suggests, determines the subset of this 
category (which is revealed by the primary word as already stated). Going back 
to the example above, ‘Sommer’ is the determinative elements and specifies that 
the holidays are in summer. Therefore, the meaning of the word is ‘summer 
holidays’. 
 
 
Important Rules 
(1) The last noun in the Compound Word determines its gender (z.B. der Gast 

+ das Haus à das Gasthaus) 
(2) Only the last noun in the Compound Word is declined (z.B. das Gasthaus: 

die Gäste + die Häuser à die Gasthäuser) 
(3) Numbers are always written together (z.B. 121 = einhunderteinundzwanzig) 
(4) When composing long German words, you need to sometimes insert a letter 

or letters (z.B. die Jahreszeit). These rules are dealt with in our Junior 
Cycle Grammar Guide.  
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Sample Compound Words 
 
Compound Word Parts Meaning 
Badezimmer Bad(e) + Zimmer bathroom 
Bahnhof Bahn + Hof train station 
dunkelblau dunkel + blau dark blue 
Großeltern Groß + Eltern grandparents 
Handschuhe Hand + Schuhe gloves 
Kindergarten Kinder + Garten playschool 
Krankenschwester Kranke(n) + Schwester nurse 
Lieblingsfach Liebling(s) + Fach favourite subject 
Sonnenbrille Sonne(n) + Brille sunglasses 
Sprachschule Sprach + Schule Language school 
Stadtpark Stadt + Park city park 
Tagebuch Tag(e) + Buch diary 
Tierarzt Tier + Arzt vet 
untersuchen unter + suchen to examine 
vorgestern vor + gestern day before yesterday 
zweimal zwei + mal two times 

 
 
If you want to practice your knowledge of German Compounds, you can use past 
Leaving Cert Ordinary Level German papers. A similar exercise appears each year 
in the ‘Angewandte Grammatik’ section.  


